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Abstract—In this paper, we present an approach for passive
laser beam combining using plane-parallel intracavity interfero-
metric combiners. With this approach, efficient coherent combin-
ing of Gaussian laser beams, transverse single high-order-mode
laser beams, and even transverse multimode laser beams is possi-
ble. We experimentally obtained a combining efficiency of about
90% when coherently combining 16 solid-state laser channels, as
well as when coherently combining four fiber laser channels. We
also present an arrangement for simultaneous coherent combin-
ing and spectral combining, which could possibly overcome cur-
rent upscaling limits. We present the basic coherent combining
approach, review our past and recent investigations and results
with both solid-state and fiber laser configurations, and discuss the
possible upscaling and future prospects of this approach.

Index Terms—Coherent combining, laser arrays, laser res-
onators, phase locking.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE POSSIBILITY of combining several lasers that typi-
cally have excellent beam quality into one high-brightness

powerful laser beam is appealing to many practical applica-
tions. Over the years, various beam combining approaches have
been investigated [1], [2]. These can be divided into three main
categories: incoherent, active coherent, and passive coherent
combining approaches. With the incoherent approaches, fields
with either random relative phase or different wavelengths are
combined. With the active coherent approaches, the fields are
actively phase-locked by means of feedback loops and coher-
ently combined. With the passive coherent approaches, the fields
are self-phase-locked by means of a passive coupling mecha-
nism and coherently combined. Significant progress has been
achieved in recent years with incoherent spectral beam combin-
ing [3]–[5], with active phase locking of fiber amplifiers [6]–[8],
and with passive coherent beam combining where the emphasis
has been on interferometric combining [9]–[16]. Yet, scalability
of the various approaches, both in terms of the number of com-
bined lasers and the absolute total output power (brightness),
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has proved to be very challenging and so far showed limited
success.

The passive interferometric coherent combining approaches
are based on intracavity interference between laser channels,
which promotes mutual coherence and phase locking among
them [9]–[26]. An early configuration introduced in the 1960s
involved the Vernier–Michelson resonator [17]. In this configu-
ration, two intracavity Gaussian channels are phase-locked and
coherently combined by using discrete beam splitters. During
the 1980s, a similar configuration involving Y -branch arrays
was investigated with semiconductor diode laser arrays [22].
Here, the beam splitter was replaced by single-mode Y junctions
that depend on the phase of the incoming beams [18]–[21]. With
the advent of double-clad fiber lasers, interferometric phase
locking and coherent addition of several fiber laser channels
were investigated using standard fiber couplers [9], [10], [24],
[26], [27]. Here, efficient addition of up to eight intracavity laser
channels was demonstrated [27].

In this paper, we focus on passive interferometric laser beam
combining using compact, plane parallel, and intracavity com-
biners. We have investigated this approach over the past decade,
demonstrating efficient coherent combining of Gaussian laser
beams, transverse single high-order-mode laser beams, and
even transverse multimode laser beams. Furthermore, we suc-
ceeded to upscale this approach experimentally achieving phase-
locking and coherent combining of up to 25 laser channels. In the
following, we present the basic configurations, review our past
and recent results with both solid-state and fiber laser configura-
tions, and discuss various aspects and the possible upscalability
of this approach.

II. PLANE-PARALLEL INTERFEROMETRIC COMBINERS

A basic configuration for intracavity phase-locking and coher-
ent addition of two Gaussian laser field distributions is schemati-
cally presented in Fig. 1 [12]. The resonator is composed of a flat
rear mirror, an output coupler that could be either flat or concave
for stable laser operation, two gain mediums, two apertures with
diameters suitable for independent fundamental TEM00 opera-
tion in each of the two channels, and a planar interferometric
combiner. The use of interferometric combiners and common
end mirrors is of great advantage. Together, they alleviate the
complexity of alignment and significantly improve the stability,
thereby allowing for practical implementation.

The interferometric combiner is composed of a high-precision
plane-parallel plate, with specially designed coatings. For chan-
nels with equal gain, half of the front surface is coated with an
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Fig. 1. Intracavity coherent addition of two laser channels using a single
plane-parallel interferometric combiner.

antireflection (AR) layer and the other half with a 50% beam
splitter layer, while half of the rear surface is coated with a
highly reflecting layer and the other half is coated with an AR
layer. In case of different gain in each channel, an appropriate
beam splitter transmission should be chosen. The beam at the
lower channel is directly incident on the beam-splitter-coated re-
gion, while the beam at the upper channel is transmitted through
the AR-coated region, reflected back from the rear surface, and
then is incident on the beam-splitter-coated region. The thick-
ness d of the interferometric combiner and its angle relative to
the beams are designed to match the distance between the two
beams, so they overlap optimally and propagate collinearly after
exiting the combiner.

In a simplified manner, the operation of the combined res-
onator can be explained as follows. If the two Gaussian beam
distributions are incoherent (random relative phase between the
beams or different frequencies), then each beam will suffer a
50% loss passing through the interferometric combiner; thus,
typically, no lasing will occur. On the other hand, if the beams
add coherently, then the losses introduced by the interferomet-
ric combiner may be completely suppressed. Specifically, to
the right of the combiner, constructive interference occurs with
little, if any, losses, while destructive interference occurs in
the lower path from the combiner, as shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the combined laser will tend to operate so that the losses are
minimum, whereby the phases of the individual beams will be
automatically matched (self-phase-locking) such that coherent
addition takes place.

In addition to the loss mechanism introduced by the combiner
that promotes phase-locking of the channels, the combiner also
strongly couples light from one channel to the other. This is
evident by examining the light path from the output coupler
toward the rear mirror, where half of the field is diverted toward
each channel. The combination of these two mechanisms, loss
and coupling, provide the basis for the robust phase locking that
is achieved in this configuration.

The aforementioned operation can be achieved only for those
longitudinal modes (frequencies) that are common in the two
laser channels. The optical length of each resonator channel
determines its frequency comb of longitudinal modes. Since
the combiner introduces an optical length difference between
the two channels, there will be several common longitudi-
nal modes (or bands) depending on the optical length differ-
ence. The combiner and the optical length difference ∆L must
be designed so as to obtain one or more common frequen-
cies (longitudinal modes) within the gain bandwidth ∆ν. Note

Fig. 2. Configurations for intracavity coherent combining of 4 and 16 laser
channels using several interferometric combiners. (a) Four laser channels.
(b) Sixteen laser channels [12], [14].

that a slight change in the combiner’s angle will result in a
change of the common frequencies, and thus affect the out-
put spectrum, but will not have a drastic effect on the beam
combining.

By using more such intracavity interferometric beam com-
biners, it is possible to coherently combine more laser chan-
nels [12], [14]. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows possible configurations
for combining 4 and 16 laser channels, respectively. To en-
sure that common frequencies exist, the difference in the op-
tical length between the individual resonator channels should
be accurately controlled. When coherently adding two chan-
nels, the optical length difference ∆L need only be greater
than ∼c/2∆ν to obtain stable operation [25]. This lower limit
ensures that the corresponding frequency spacing of the com-
mon longitudinal modes is smaller than the gain bandwidth,
and thus, at least one common mode is amplified. In general,
with more resonator channels, each with a different optical
length L, L + ∆L1, L + ∆L2, etc., the probability for having
common frequencies within the gain bandwidth is drastically
decreased.

In the case where the resonator channels end mirrors are
common, the interferometric combiners introduce exact opti-
cal length differences, integer number of ∆L (i.e., ∆L, 2∆L,
3∆L, etc.) between the channels. For example, in the config-
uration presented in Fig. 2(a) for coherently adding four laser
channels, the resonator length of one channel is L, two channels
L + ∆L, and the remaining channel L + 2∆L. Thus, resorting
to length differences of n∆L ensures that common frequency
bands equally exist in this configuration. In Fig. 2(b), two pairs
of interferometric combiners are exploited for intracavity coher-
ent addition of 16 Gaussian channels. The configuration consists
of a laser resonator with a large-diameter gain medium to enable
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Fig. 3. Coherent combining with interferometric sequential combiners.
(a) Sequential combiner for intracavity coherent addition of five laser chan-
nels. (b) Resonator configuration for coherently combining 25 laser channels
with two orthogonally oriented sequential combiners [29].

16 separate channels, two common end mirrors, and an aperture
that selects only the Gaussian (TEM00 mode) distribution. Two
pairs of interferometric combiners, similar to those previously
described, are inserted into the resonator. To allow for proper
beam displacement, the thickness of the combiners in the first
pair is twice that of the combiners in the second pair. The 16
laser channels right after the gain medium are folded vertically
after the first interferometric combiner to get 8 channels, which
are then folded horizontally to form 4 channels by the second
interferometric combiner, and these 4 distributions are folded
by the next pair to form a single output beam of Gaussian dis-
tribution. The special design of the interferometric combiners
and the self-organization property of the laser ensure that 16
separate Gaussian distributions are all phase-locked, and coher-
ently add into one high-power Gaussian beam distribution at
the output. Each additional pair of interferometric combiners
would increase the number of beams in the array by a factor
of 4. The optical length differences between all channels could
still be n∆L, thereby ensuring the existence of common longi-
tudinal modes. In general, the number of channels in the array
will scale as 2N , where N is the number of interferometric
combiners (N = 2, 4, 6, . . .).

Somewhat more complex interferometric combiners can be
used to combine more than two laser channels with a single
planar element, as shown in Fig. 3 [28], [29]. The interfero-

metric combiner for coherently combining five laser channels is
schematically shown in Fig. 3(a). It is formed of a high-precision
plane-parallel plate, with specially designed coated regions. The
first region in the front surface is coated with an AR layer, the
second with a layer of 50% reflectivity (and 50% transmittiv-
ity), the third with a layer of 66.6% reflectivity, the fourth with
a layer of 75% reflectivity, and the fifth region with a layer of
80% reflectivity. The rear surface is mainly coated with a highly
reflecting layer, except for a small region that is coated with an
AR layer. When placed in a laser resonator, this interferometric
combiner will lead to sequential coherent addition of five laser
channels. Moreover, with such a single interferometric com-
biner, the path length differences between the channels will be
a multiple of ∆L, where ∆L is the path length difference be-
tween two adjacent channels. This will ensure the existence of
common longitudinal modes even when combining more chan-
nels sequentially. Note that practical issues such as deviations
from exact parallelism and variations of the optical lengths due
to the coatings in the interferometric combiners should be taken
into account in order to optimize combining efficiency. We per-
formed some cold cavity calculations and found that variations
in the optical length differences of about 1 µm (easily obtained
with standard dielectric coatings) will not significantly affect
the combining efficiency with a modest number of lasers.

With the use of sequential interferometric combiners, phase-
locking and coherent addition of large 2-D arrays of laser chan-
nels can be achieved in a compact manner with only two or-
thogonally oriented combiners. For example, Fig. 3(b) shows a
schematic configuration in which 25 laser channels are com-
bined with two orthogonally oriented sequential combiners.
These combiners are more complex and harder to fabricate than
the two-beam combiners; however, the resonator configuration
is more compact, alignment is easier, and internal losses are
reduced.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH SOLID-STATE LASERS

Experiments performed with pulsed Nd:YAG lasers con-
firmed the ability to efficiently phase-lock and coherently com-
bine a multiplicity of intracavity laser channels with plane-
parallel interferometric combiners [12]–[14], [28]–[32]. In these
experiments, 2, 4, 9, 16, and even 25 Gaussian distributions were
phase-locked and combined, resulting in one high-power output
beam with good beam quality (equal or better than that of the
equivalent single-channel resonator).

Experimental results of coherently combining two Nd:YAG
laser channels in a configuration similar to that of Fig. 1 are
shown in Fig. 4 [12]. The resonator was 70 cm long and included
a common Nd:YAG gain medium with two 1.6-mm-diameter
apertures for the two intracavity apertures. Experiments were
performed both in free running and Q-switched operation and
resulted in 18.0 mJ of combined energy per pulse compared
to 9.8 mJ for single-channel operation, representing 92% com-
bining efficiency. Fig. 4(a)–(d) shows the near- and far-field
intensity distributions for each of the two channels when op-
erated independently. The calculated M 2 for these individual
beams was M 2

x = 1.15 and M 2
y = 1.20 for the first channel,
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Fig. 4. Experimental intensity distributions of the separate independent
Gaussian beams, and the combined output beam obtained using a single two-
beam combiner configuration. (a) and (b) Near- and far-field intensity distribu-
tions of the first channel output beam. (c) and (d) Near- and far-field intensity
distributions of the second channel output beam. (e) and (f) Near- and far-field
intensity distributions of the combined channel output beam [12].

and M 2
x = 1.14 and M 2

y = 1:21 for the second channel, indi-
cating nearly pure Gaussian TEM00 distributions. The near- and
far-field intensity distributions of the combined beam are shown
in Fig. 4(e) and (f). The calculated M 2values for the combined
output beam was M 2

x = 1.12 and M 2
y = 1.18, indicating that

the original, nearly Gaussian distribution was preserved.
Experimental results with the configuration shown in

Fig. 2(b), where 16 channels are combined with four two-beam
combiners, are shown in Fig. 5 [14]. Fig. 5(a) shows the 16 sep-
arate laser distributions escaping from the rear mirror. Fig. 5(b)
and (c) shows the near- and far-field intensity distributions of
the output beam, respectively. As evident, the combined inten-
sity distribution has the modal structure of the single TEM00
laser distribution. The output energy of a single channel oper-
ated independently was 2.6 mJ per pulse, while that of the 16
coherently added laser channels was 37 mJ per pulse, corre-
sponding to 88% combining efficiency. The beam quality of the
combined beam was calculated from the measured output to be
M 2 = 1.3, practically the same as the single-channel beam qual-
ity. Finally, experimental results with the configuration shown in
Fig. 3(b), where a 5 × 5 solid-state laser channel array was com-
bined with two orthogonal sequential combiners, are shown in
Fig. 6 [29]. Fig. 6(a) shows the far-field intensity distribution of
the combined output, and Fig. 6(b) shows the near-field intensity
distribution of residual light leaking through the rear mirror.

In all the aforementioned experiments, spectral frequency
bands within the gain bandwidth were observed in the com-

Fig. 5. Experimental results for coherent addition of 16 laser distributions.
(a) Detected intensity distribution of light escaping from the rear mirror.
(b) Detected near-field intensity distribution of output. (c) Detected far-field
intensity distribution of output [14].

Fig. 6. Experimental coherent addition of 25 laser distributions. (a) Far-field
intensity distribution of the combined output. (b) Near-field intensity distribu-
tions of the residual light leaking through the rear mirror [29].

bined output beam. As expected, the difference between the
band peaks corresponded to the difference in optical length
of the channels. With a slight tilt of the combiner, the output
spectrum could be controlled without significantly affecting the
combining efficiency.

The effect of thermal lensing in the laser rods was also in-
vestigated experimentally [33]. Results with four channels in a
common laser rod revealed that as the pulse repetition increases,
i.e., increased thermal lensing, there is a degradation of the com-
bining efficiency. However, by adding a proper compensating
lens inside the laser cavity close to the laser rod, it was possible
to almost completely suppress the deleterious thermal lensing
effects. Thus, in these solid-state configurations, efficient coher-
ent combining can be achieved for a specific work point (pump
level). Changing the work point would require change in the
resonator optics.

Coherent combining of laser beam distributions with intra-
cavity interferometric combiners need not be limited only to
Gaussian beam distributions. Efficient intracavity coherent
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Fig. 7. Experimental intensity distributions of two separate transverse multi-
mode channels and the combined laser output beam distribution [13].

addition of two high-order (TEM01 or TEM02) degenerate
Laguerre–Gaussian modes was demonstrated with a pulsed
Nd:YAG setup using a similar configuration to that shown in
Fig. 1 [32]. Single high-order-mode operation in each channel
was obtained by inserting a suitable binary phase element either
along the combined channel, or along one of the separate chan-
nels where the desired high-order-mode operation is imposed
on the other channel [30]. Combining efficiency was more than
95%, with considerably more output energy than for an output
with Gaussian distribution.

Since multimode laser light has typically several transverse
and longitudinal modes with random relative phase, the con-
cept of efficient coherent combining of transverse multimode
laser beam distributions does not seem plausible at first glance.
Indeed, it is not feasible with independent multimode beams
originating from independent lasers. However, with intracavity
interferometric combiners, coherent combining of multimode
field distributions becomes possible. The interferometric loss
mechanism can cause simultaneous self-phase-locking of all
the corresponding transverse modes in the channels, enabling
the coherent combining of the incoherent beam distributions.

A basic configuration for intracavity coherent combining of
two transverse multimode field distributions is identical to that
of combining two Gaussian beams (see Fig. 1), except that the
apertures are chosen such as to obtain a multimode distribu-
tion in each of the two channels [13]. If the two multimode
beam distributions have similar mode composition, and if each
of the transverse modes in one distribution adds coherently with
its counterpart in the other beam, then destructive interference
occurs, and the losses introduced by the combiner may be com-
pletely suppressed. The combined laser configuration tends to
operate so that the losses are minimal, whereby the phases of
the corresponding individual transverse modes automatically
match and coherent combining takes place. The combined mul-
timode beam is thus composed of many pairs of phase-locked
modes, where the phase difference between the pairs is still
completely undefined. Fig. 7 shows representative experimen-
tal near- and far-field intensity distributions of each of the two
channels (when operated independently) and the combined laser

output. The M 2 of each of the two laser channels, when oper-
ated separately, was 4.5, corresponding to roughly 13 transverse
modes. The combining efficiency was 91%, and the combined
output beam quality was not only preserved, but also slightly
improved.

If the aperture diameter in one channel is reduced, then this
channel with the lower transverse mode content will imprint its
modal content on the other channel, obtaining phase-locking
and coherent combining of the corresponding modes in the two
distributions [30]. This self-imprinting of the modal content oc-
curs because the higher transverse modes in the channel with the
larger aperture diameter do not have corresponding counterparts
in the other channel, so they suffer considerable losses by the
interferometric combiner. The ability to combine many multi-
mode beam distributions can serve as another degree of freedom
when designing lasers for applications where the required beam
quality need not be strictly M 2 = 1. In these cases, combining
multimode channels instead of Gaussian channels can reduce
considerably the number of channels to be added, greatly sim-
plifying the coherent addition configuration.

The passive interferometric beam combining approach can
also be exploited to increase the optical brightness of multimode
laser resonators [31]. Here, the intracavity multimode beam is
split into a tightly packed array of high-beam-quality laser chan-
nels that are coherently combined within the resonator to form
a single high-power, high-quality, output beam. The phase lock-
ing and coherent combining are achieved with intracavity planar
interferometric beam combiners. As the individual channels are
more tightly “packed,” i.e., with high fill factor, the brightness
increases considerably.

Experiments were performed with a configuration similar to
that shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to achieve a high fill factor for
a 4 × 4 array of Gaussian distributions, the configuration was
modified by replacing the single small round aperture with a
large square aperture, by using a concave output coupler with
appropriate radius, and by adjusting the angular orientations
of the interferometric combiners. Representative experimental
results are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) schematically shows the
single large square aperture that can support the tightly packed
array. Operating the laser with the single square aperture but
no interferometric combiners resulted in an output beam with a
square multimode distribution shown in Fig. 8(b). Inserting the
four interferometric beam combiners generated a 4 × 4 array
of tightly packed Gaussian distributions that were phase-locked
and coherently combined to obtain a single Gaussian output
beam, as shown in Fig. 8(c). The multimode output energy,
measured with the large square aperture and no interferometric
combiners, was 147 mJ with a beam quality factor of M 2 = 15.
The output energy of the combined beam after insertion of the
interferometric combiners was 33 mJ with a beam quality factor
of 1.3 (the reduced output energy is mainly due to the fill factor).
Accordingly, the measured increase in brightness was about 30.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH FIBER LASERS

The intracavity interferometric combining approach de-
scribed in the preceding sections was also successfully applied
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Fig. 8. Increasing the brightness of multimode laser resonators. (a) Square
intracavity aperture for generating a tightly packed 4 × 4 array. (b) Experimen-
tal far-field intensity distribution without the intracavity interferometric beam
combiners. (c) Experimental far-field intensity distribution when coherently
combining a tightly packed 4 × 4 array of Gaussian distributions with four
intracavity interferometric combiners.

with fiber lasers. Compared to other leading fiber combining
approaches, this approach has several attractive features. The
first feature is coherence, i.e., the fields are added coherently re-
sulting in high output power without an increase in the spectral
bandwidth. The second feature is the self-phase-locking mecha-
nism, which eliminates the need for active control and complex
feedback loops. The third feature is that there is one combined
output beam in free space rather than in the output fiber core,
thereby leading to higher thresholds for damage and deleterious
nonlinear effects that limit the output powers of fiber lasers.

A basic configuration for adding two fiber lasers is similar
to that shown in Fig. 1, whereby the solid-state laser rods are
replaced by active fibers. There are several key differences be-
tween fiber and solid-state laser combining configurations. The
gain bandwidth of a fiber laser is typically much broader than
that of a solid-state laser, and the typical resonator length is
significantly longer (several meters compared to several tens of
centimeters). This translates into a significantly larger number of
closely spaced longitudinal modes. In addition, the single-pass
gain in a fiber laser is considerably higher than that of a typi-
cal solid-state laser, leading to relatively high output coupling
and low cavity finesse. These differences increase the proba-
bility for having common longitudinal modes in the fiber laser
configuration, which is a strict requirement for interferometric
beam combining. On the other hand, unlike in the solid-state
configuration, it is very hard, if not impossible, to control the
optical length of the intracavity channels in the fiber configu-
ration. This means that when combining several channels, even
if plane-parallel combiners are used, the optical length differ-
ences between the channels will not be an integer number of
∆L. Thus, in the case of fiber lasers, the prospects for scaling
the interferometric beam combining approach to a large number
of laser channels are uncertain (see Section V).

Fig. 9. Coherent combining of four fiber lasers. (a) Experimental setup.
(b) Experimental intensity distributions without intracavity combiners, with
one combiner, and with two combiners [34].

Efficient coherent combining of two and four fiber laser chan-
nels was recently demonstrated with continuous-wave (CW)
Er-doped fiber lasers [34]. The experimental arrangement for
combining four fiber laser channels and results are shown in
Fig. 9. The experimental arrangement shown schematically in
Fig. 9(a) includes four fiber lasers and two, orthogonally posi-
tioned, intracavity interferometric combiners. Each fiber laser
channel consists of 7 m polarization maintaining Er-doped fiber,
where one end is attached to a high-reflection fiber Bragg grating
(FBG) (5 nm spectral bandwidth) and the other end is spliced
to a collimating-graded index lens with an AR layer to suppress
any reflections back into the fiber, and a flat output coupler
of 20% reflection is common for all laser channels. Pumping
is achieved with 5-W, 911-nm diode lasers that are spliced to
the fiber Bragg gratings. Fig. 9(b) shows the detected output
intensity distributions without the intracavity combiners, with
one combiner, and two combiners. An output power of 35 mW
was obtained for single-channel operation, and 121 mW for
four combined channels operation, indicating 86% combining
efficiency, while maintaining the single-channel beam quality.

Coherent combining of two fiber lasers, each operating with
a single high-order transverse mode, was also investigated [35].
The experimental configuration for adding two such fiber lasers
is schematically shown in Fig. 10. The two lasers were com-
posed of a 12-m- and 15-m-long Yb-doped, double-clad, non-
polarization maintaining fibers (22 µm core diameter, numerical
aperture of 0.07), gradient index (GRIN) lenses, high-reflecting
rear mirrors of R > 99.8% at 1064 ± 1 nm, and an output
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Fig. 10. Configuration for coherent addition of two fiber lasers each operating
with a high-order mode [35].

Fig. 11. Coherent addition of two fiber lasers each operating with LP11 mode.
(a) Intensity distribution of one laser. (b) Intensity distribution from the other
laser. (c) Intensity distribution of the combined output [35].

coupler with 10% reflectivity. The fibers ends were cleaved at
an 8◦ angle to avoid reflections, and pumped with 915 nm diode
lasers. Intracavity polarizers were used to control and fix the po-
larization and orientation of the transverse mode shape emerging
from each fiber laser. Fig. 11 shows the experimental intensity
distributions when combining two fiber lasers operating with
LP11 mode. Fig. 11(a) shows the intensity distribution of light
emerging from one laser, and Fig. 11(b) shows the distribution
emerging from the other laser. Fig. 11(c) shows the intensity
distribution of the combined output. As expected, the combined
output distribution closely resembles that obtained for each fiber
laser independently. The combining efficiency was measured to
be over 90%.

Intracavity coherent combining of fiber lasers was further
extended by simultaneously performing coherent and spectral
beam combining of a 2-D fiber laser array [15]. In one dimen-
sion, coherent combining was achieved by means of an interfer-
ometric combiner in free space, while in the other dimension,
spectral combining was achieved by means of a diffraction grat-
ing [5]. This approach of simultaneous coherent and spectral
combining opens an alternative route to upscaling combining
to large arrays of lasers, possibly overcoming the limitation of
each individual approach. The experimental configuration for
the simultaneous coherent and spectral combining is presented
schematically in Fig. 12. It contains four end-pumped single-
mode Er-doped CW fibers arranged in a 2 × 2 square array
with a distance of 3.5 mm between adjacent fibers. Each fiber is

Fig. 12. Basic configurations for simultaneously performing coherent and
spectral combining of a 2 × 2 fiber laser array. Coherent combining is performed
in the horizontal direction by means of an interferometric combiner, and spectral
combining is performed in the vertical direction by means of a linear diffraction
grating. Insets show the four beams before the combiner, the two beams after
the combiner, and the single combined output beam after the grating [15].

about 7 m long, and has a 10-µm core diameter with a numerical
aperture of 0.19. One end of each fiber is attached to an FBG
that serves as the rear mirror. The other fiber end is connected
to a collimator coated with AR layers to suppress any reflec-
tions back into the fiber. The four parallel beams (parallelism
better than 0.1 mrad) emerging from the fiber collimators are
first coherently added in the horizontal direction by means of
an intracavity interferometric combiner to obtain two parallel
beams. These beams are then deflected in the vertical direction
by means of a 500-mm-focal-length lens, so they exactly over-
lap on the surface of a 1200-lines/mm blazed diffraction grating
and diffracted toward a collimating lens and a common flat out-
put coupler of 20% reflectivity. The wavelength of each beam is
self-selected to ensure normal incidence on the output coupler,
and consequently, exact self-reflection back into the fibers to
obtain lasing [4]. Thus, the two beams are spectrally added into
a single output beam, maintaining the high beam quality of each
of the individual lasers.

The M 2 of the combined output beam was measured to be
1.15, essentially identical to that of each individual fiber laser.
The overall combining efficiency, after both coherent and spec-
tral combining, was measured to be 82%. The reduction in
efficiency for this experiment is attributed mainly to losses to
undesired diffraction orders from the blazed grating and small
misalignment between the fiber lasers channels. The spectra of
the fiber lasers and the combined output were detected and mea-
sured by means of a grating spectrometer. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 13. Fig. 13(a) shows the expected single spectrum
when only the lasers in the upper pair are coherently added.
Fig. 13(b) shows the corresponding spectrum when only the
lasers in the lower pair are coherently combined. As evident,
each pair of lasers operates at a different wavelength, with a
spectral separation of 1.3 nm. Fig. 13(c) shows the spectrum of
the combined output beam. As evident, there is a simple addi-
tion of the individual spectrum of each pair of lasers, indicating
that there is no interaction between them. Accordingly, both
coherent combining and spectral combining simultaneously oc-
cur. Measurement of the longitudinal mode separation within
the spectrum of each coherently combined pair confirmed that
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Fig. 13. Spectra of the fiber lasers and combined output when simultaneously
performing coherent and spectral combining of four fiber lasers with a 1200-
lines/mm intracavity grating. (a) Spectrum when only the lasers in the upper pair
are coherently combined. (b) Spectrum when only the lasers in the lower pair
are coherently combined. (c) Spectrum of the spectrally combined output [15].

Fig. 14. Configurations for measuring the level of phase-locking (fringe visi-
bility) of two fiber lasers as a function of coupling strength. In one configuration,
the fiber ends are cleaved at 8◦ to yield a configuration without individual feed-
back, and in the other, the fiber ends are cleaved at 0◦ to yield a configuration
with individual feedback. BS denotes 50% beam splitter [16].

there were enough common longitudinal modes to achieve the
coherent combining.

An interesting characteristic of the intracavity interferometric
beam combining approach was recently demonstrated with fiber
lasers. It was shown that with this approach, efficient phase
locking and coherent combining can be achieved even at very
low coupling levels between intracavity laser channels, much
lower than expected from other systems of coupled oscillators
[16]. The phase locking dynamics and its dependence on the
coupling level were investigated for two different fiber laser
configurations.

The two different fiber laser configurations are shown
schematically in Fig. 14. They include two fiber laser chan-
nels, a 50% beam splitter, and an output coupler. In the first
configuration, the two fiber ends are cleaved at 0◦ yielding two
independent lasers with individual feedback, whereby exter-
nal coupling is achieved with the beam splitter and the output
coupler. Here, even if the output coupler is removed (i.e., no
coupling), the two lasers will still lase (incoherently) and lose
50% on the beam splitter. In the second configuration, without

Fig. 15. Experimental and calculated fringe visibility as a function of cou-
pling strength. Crosses denote experimental results for the configuration with-
out individual feedback. Dots denote experimental results for the configuration
with individual feedback. Solid curves denote corresponding numerically cal-
culated results, and dashed curves denote corresponding analytically calculated
results [16].

individual feedback, the fiber ends are cleaved at 8◦. Here, ex-
ternal feedback is provided only by the common output coupler.
The beam splitter that introduces a phase-dependent loss is now
inside the common laser cavity. This is similar to the configura-
tions discussed previously [see Figs. 9(a) and 10]. The coupling
strength, defined as the fraction of output intensity of each laser
that returns into the other laser cavity, was controlled by varying
the amount of light reflected from the output coupler back into
the fibers. This was achieved by inserting a focusing lens in
front of the output coupler whose location could be varied.

In the experiments, two polarization maintaining Yb-doped
fibers, with a core diameter of 15 and 125 µm inner clad, were
used. Each fiber was about 10 m long, attached at one end to an
FBG (R > 99.8% at 1064 ± 1 nm, high transmission at 915 nm),
and pumped with 915 nm diode lasers. The reflectivity of the
output coupler was 4%. To determine the degree of phase lock-
ing between the lasers, parts of the light from each laser were
deflected and interfered in order to determine the fringe visi-
bility. The results of fringe visibility as a function of coupling
strength for the configurations with and without individual feed-
back are presented in Fig. 15. As clearly evident, a high fringe
visibility level occurs at a significantly lower coupling strength
for the configuration without individual feedback. Specifically,
the transition from no phase locking to almost complete phase
locking for the configuration without individual feedback oc-
curs over a range of 0.001 coupling strengths, whereas for the
configuration with individual feedback, the range is 0.01. This
dramatic difference is also seen in the inset photographs of fringe
pattern taken at the same coupling strength of 0.001 for the two
configurations. Numerical and analytical modeling of these con-
figurations was in good agreement with the experimental results
(see solid and dashed curves in Fig. 15) [16]. It should be noted
that the combined output power at very low coupling levels
is higher for the configuration with individual feedback [36].
The ability to exploit the intracavity interferometric combining
approach with very low output coupler reflectivity can prevent
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deleterious feedback damage, and thus be advantageous in high-
power fiber laser systems.

Finally, phase locking dynamics of coupled fiber lasers near
threshold was investigated [37]. It was shown both experimen-
tally and with a relatively simple theoretical model that the de-
gree of phase locking between two fiber lasers, when operated
near threshold, depends not only on the coupling strength but
also on the total output power. The results indicate by how much
the coupling strength must be increased when quantum noise is
dominant. These results are of basic aspect and significant only
when the lasers operate near threshold.

V. SCALABILITY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Scalability, in the context of laser beam combining, can be
related to two main parameters: the number of efficiently com-
bined laser beams and the absolute value of output power. The
desired values for these parameters strongly depend on the ap-
plication. For example, typical high-power laser systems for
cutting and welding applications have CW output powers of
5–10 kW. If a single fiber laser can deliver 500 W CW,
then combining 10–20 such fiber lasers may be adequate. On
the other hand, with laser diode bars and stacks, the power
is relatively low but the number of sources to combine is
much larger. Thus, from a practical point of view, scalabil-
ity should be discussed along with the relevant laser type and
application.

We have shown experimentally that the number of efficiently
combined laser beams with the intracavity interferometric beam
combining approach, when applied to pulsed solid-state lasers
in the tens of millijoules regime, can reach 16 or more beams.
Further extending this approach to larger arrays of solid-state
laser channels is yet to be investigated. With very large laser ar-
rays, the mode discrimination between the desired phase-locked
global eigenstate and other possible global eigenstates is ex-
pected to be lower so that small perturbations could lead to
instabilities and poor operation.

With fiber lasers, the situation is somewhat different. As
mentioned earlier, the optical length of fiber lasers is harder
to control, so the probability of finding a common longitudi-
nal mode (frequency) decreases drastically with the number of
combined lasers. Indeed, it was recently claimed that if one as-
sumes fibers with random optical lengths, the increase in bright-
ness, with these and similar interferometric fiber combining
configurations, is limited to about a factor of 10 (i.e., a limit of
about ten efficiently combined lasers) [38]–[40]. Nevertheless,
even though we expect that the passive interferometric com-
bining approach would be limited in terms of the number of
combined fiber lasers, we believe that the limit may be higher
than ten combined lasers, for example, by resorting to simul-
taneous coherent and spectral combining, or coherent and po-
larization combining, or even to new configurations in which
global coupling is not used.

Regarding absolute output power, the interferometric beam
combining approach has not yet been demonstrated with high
powers. With pulsed solid-state Nd:YAG configurations in
which intracavity plane-parallel beam combiners were incorpo-

rated, the maximum output energy when combining 16 channels
was tens of millijoules [14]. With CW fiber lasers, powers less
than 500 W were experimentally achieved [5]. Furthermore, sev-
eral investigations of coherent beam combining of high-power
fiber lasers indicated that nonlinear and thermal effects may
have a detrimental influence on phase locking [41]. Currently,
it seems that additional investigations and development are re-
quired in order to scale coherent combining of fiber lasers when
considering several kilowatts for the combined output.

The use of newly developed multicore fibers (standard step
index or photonic crystal fibers) might enable further upscaling
coherent combining of fiber lasers. The more controlled optical
lengths with multicore fibers may allow for common longitu-
dinal modes with a larger number of laser channels. Here, an
additional difficulty is the coherent combining of the beams
emerging from the closely spaced fiber cores.

The future practical implementation of the intracavity inter-
ferometric beam combining approach will depend not only on
future progress in scalability of this approach (number of com-
bined lasers or absolute power), but also on the progress made
with other competing approaches such as spectral or active beam
combining. In applications where narrow spectral bandwidth
of the combined beam is crucial, the passive interferometric
approach might have an advantage over spectral combining.
In pulsed applications, where the time for active phase stabi-
lization is limited, the passive interferometric approach might
have an advantage over the active beam combining approach. In
some solid-state applications where the required output power is
moderate, but system compactness is of crucial importance, the
self-phase-locking and compact configurations with the planar
interferometric combiners could be highly beneficial. Finally, in
addition to their practical aspects, the intracavity interferomet-
ric beam combining configurations may serve as experimental
platforms for investigating more fundamental topics such as co-
herence formation and collective phenomena in large ensembles
of coupled oscillators [42]–[47].
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